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SPORTCASH
ONE

We reward the 
passion for 
Sports and 
Esports

THE NEW ERA OF  
FAN 
ENGAGEMENT & 
FUNDRAISING 
IS HERE!



Your Company Name
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WHAT WE OFFER 

Customized Tokenization 
system for Fan 
engagement and fund 
raising, powered by a 
Social Ecommerce 
gamification platform

We take care of all the 
legal regulation and tech!

SPORTS



Your Company Name
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THE PROBLEMS WE SOLVE

FUNDRAISING

FAN ENGAGEMENT

A “Sport” Token issued by a Club or a League will 
provide multiple benefits like increased funding, 
via the integration in a custom Social Ecommerce 
system which provides the benefit of an 
innovative loyalty system and gamification for 
both clubs and fans alike, whilst improving a 
number of inefficiencies in the sponsorship and 
crowdfunding area.

SOLUTIONS

TOKENIZATION

SOCIAL ECOMMERCE

With low fan engagement, comes empty seats at venues 

It is a constant struggle for clubs to find funds and sponsors



The motorsport 
market size has the 
potential to grow by 

USD 0.99 billion 
during 2020-2024,
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SPORTS  
MARKET SIZE & VALIDATION

MOTOR SPORTS 
MARKET

Ad spend will see an 
annual growth rate 

of 8.7% and likely to 
reach $102 billion by 

2021

MEDIA ADVERTISE CRYPTOCURRENCIES 
MARKET

SPORTS TOKENS

Size of the 
blockchain 

technology market 
worldwide 2021 - 
+1.7 Trillion USD

The bests teams 
and leagues in the 
world have a token 

JUVENTUS
BARCELONA

PARIS S.G



Raise funds by selling your 
custom cryptocurrency to fans, 

athletes, brands sports networks, 
and traders.

Engage more Fans with a custom 
Social Ecommerce and a 

gamification loyalty program with 
voting system integrated.

Manage all your customers datas 
and stats, take advantage of cheap 
and fast International transactions 

on the blockchain

RAISE FUNDS ENGAGE FANS  GROW
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HOW WE CAN HELP YOUR ORGANIZATION
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PRODUCTS  
DEX EXCHANGE / WALLET
The Social platform integration with the DEX has made 
the exchange and transfer of in-game cryptocurrencies 
fast and easy for rewards and gaming.
Blockchain Decentralized exchange and Wallet are 
your gateway to Social Ecommerce with cheap and 
fast internationals transactions.
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SPORTS 
SOCIAL ECOMMERCE PLATFORM

Provide better levels of presentation, user 
interaction, privacy and engagement by providing 
full control of your data and stats.  Data 
management allows deeper penetration and the 
ability to sell custom products to a target audience.   

The platform has a rewards and gamification 
system powered by your Token, where Fans, 
Clubs, Athletes and Brands can gain rewards for 
engagement/activity, and buy special products, 
services.
Fans and Brands can even use it for voting or to 
make donations and sponsorships.
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Create your Club 
Tokens with a 

dedicated economy 
and digital 

blockchain wallet

Tokenization

Sell tokens to your 
fans or partners and 
raise funds for you 

Club projects

Token Sale
Engage Fans with a 

custom social platform 
with cryptocurrency 

rewards and 
gamification voting 

system 

Engage
Sell more products 
and advertising with 

your custom data and 
stats generated by a 

dedicated social 
Ecommerce network

Sell
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATION
FOUR STEP 
TO GOAL



- Fundraising by token sale
- Loyalty program with your Token
- Sell more products with a Social 
Ecommerce Network
- Engage more Fans 
- Advertising revenue on your 
custom social network
- Manage  the data of your 
customers
- Engage more Sponsorships
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HOW YOU GENERATE PROFIT
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USE CASE
CLUBS / BRANDS TOKENS

- Trading with other tokens or fiat in the best world exchanges

- Rewards for activity and engagement in the Social Ecommerce 
Network

- Gamification for fan engagement

- Crowdfunding & sponsorship

- Voting for Clubs and organization decisions

- Sell items or services and tickets

- Loyalty programs 

The Sport Token runs on the Waves Blockchain



MARKET REACH
STATS
LOYALTY PROGRAMS  
- Companies with strong loyalty marketing programs grow revenues 2.5 times faster than their competitors  
and generate 100-400% higher returns to shareholders (HBR). 
- Members of top-performing loyalty programs are 77% more likely to choose your brand over the competition (Bond). 
- More than 90% of companies have some sort of loyalty program. (Accenture) 
- In the U.S., there are 3.3 billion loyalty memberships. (Accenture)

CRYPTOCURRENCIES MARKET 
- The global blockchain market is expected to grow to $60 billion by 2024 (says IBM) 
- In 2019, $2.9 billion was spent on blockchain technology (according to Statista) 
- Global spending on blockchain tech is expected to grow from 1.5 billion in 2018 to an estimated 15.9 billion by 2023  
(according to Statista) 
- ICOs raised a total of almost $11.4 billion last year. (ICO = Initial Coins Offering are a novel financial instrument  
to raise funds for the project ) 
- The average ICO raised $11.52 million last year. 



ROAD MAP
DEVELOPMENT

- Agreement for brand trade mark use  
- Agreement for custom products and token creation 
- Token economy study and design  
- Logo of the your Token and Branding for the products 
- Creation of the Custom Wallet  
- Creation of the exchange integration  
- Creation of the Custom Social network  
- Private Token Sale 
- Marketing campaign for launch of the Token sale and products 
- Public Sale, Pay fees for Listing on the Exchanges 
- Release of the Wallet for public  
- Release of the social network  
- Integration on the Ecommerce of your Token  
- Distribution and sell to brands partners and companies associated  
- Release and Integration Plug in rewards users with a % of your Tokens when they buy items in Usd or Euro 
- Integration of Token in physical shops
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PRODUCTS PACKAGES 
TEST OUR PRODUCTS

CUSTOMIZED PACKAGE

Tokenization 
Token Sale 

Custom Ecommerce  
Custom Exchange / Wallet 

Custom Social platform 
Legal  assistance service

CLUB BRANDED 

SOCIAL ECOMMERCE 
https://social.sportcash.one 

EXCHANGE / WALLET 
https://wallet.sportcash.one

https://social.sportcash.one
https://wallet.sportcash.one


CEO - FOUNDER
ROBERTO MORETTO

CTO - FOUNDER
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OUR 
TEAM

JARNO HOGWEG WOUTER SCHOL

BLOCKCHAIN DEV

Partnership / Sell
BRENDAN REILLY

Marketing
SANDER DE MOOIJ

Financial Manager 
U.S.A

GREGORY RYAN

Professional international Team of 
talents in the sports and blockchain 
area 

COMPLETE TEAM LINK
www.sportcash.one

Dir. USA expansion
ANDREW LUBAHN



WHY USE SPORTCASH ONE 
PRODUCTS?

15WWW.SPORTCASH.ONE

HIGH EASE FOR PRODUCT SCALABILITY

GREAT FUNDRAISING OPPORTUNITY

FULL CRYPTOCURRENCY REGULATION

LOW COST OF PRODUCTIONS AND MAINTENANCE

NEW INNOVATIVE WAY TO ENGAGE WITH SPONSORS AND FANS 


